
Leiftur 1100 series 
Safety, comfort and reliability



During the final development phase,  
the coast guard sailed a prototype of  
the craft close to 3,000 nautical miles 
around Iceland, and the performance  
has been impressive, turning heads for  
all who drive the Leiftur series boats. 

The specially designed and crafted hull 
cleanly cuts through the sea and waves, 
resulting in improved seakeeping and 
better manoeuvrability, as well as a safer 
and more comfortable ride for the crew. 

The hull design generates greater grip 
and traction at low and high speed,  
and slices through sea and waves. 

The unique keel prevents drift and 
eliminates the typical bounce and  
slam experienced in conventional  
craft. This versatile boat is designed  
to perform a variety of functions and 
roles and comes with a multitude of 
capabilities. Therefore, it is an ideal 
Search and Rescue Craft, Coastal Patrol 

Vessel, Pilot Boat, multifunctional Work 
Boat, Press and Photography RIB for 
marine sporting events, and a Superyacht 
Support Tender. 

As RIBs on the market today go, the 
Rafnar Leiftur series will remain a 
benchmark for radical change for some 
time to come, and Rafnar will continue to 
develop this very successful concept.

Rafnar’s Leiftur 1100 tactical RIB has been thoroughly tested and 
developed in close co-operation with the Icelandic Coast Guard, 
which carried out extensive sea trials. The craft’s documented 
reliability and safety underline the hull design’s proven capabilities, 
and it has been well received in various markets.

Rafnar’s Leiftur 1100
A revolutionary hull and keel



• Magnetic compass 100 mm (Garmin) 
• Two Garmin 7412 GPS  

navigation computers 
• Echo sounder transducers  

capable of down, side, crisp  
and traditional view

• AIS transmitter  
and receiver (EM track)

• Autopilot (Garmin GHC 20)
• Two Sailor 6215 VHF radios  

with telephone handsets 
• FM radio (Fuzion)
• Rear view camera (Garmin) 
• Battery monitor (Mastervolt)
• Heater controls 
• I-DOCK 360 controls
• I-DOCK 360 steering system

DC power
• 12V 100Ah LR/ITA approved 

batteries (Exide EP900) 
• Four batteries: one for each  

engine, two for equipment power
• Emergency connection  

between batteries
• 20A battery charger  

and monitor (Mastervolt) 

AC power
• Shore connection (Mastervolt) 
• 12VDC/240 VAC,  

500 W inverter (Mastervolt) 
• Two 10A 240 VAC outlets  

from shore connection
• Isolation transformer 3500W

• Remote-controlled searchlight 
(DOSE)

• Floodlights on each side of wheel-
house (Rigid Industries)

• Headlights mounted on forepeak 
bollard (Rigid Industries)

• Working lights on front and  
aft deck  (2+2 Rigid Industries)

• LED lights to light up the deck 
surface in night operations 

• GRP Sandwich
• Fibre E-Glass
• Vinylester
• Core Divinycell
• Trilux 33 Antifouling

Console and navigation Lights

Hull material

Machinery

Length Overall
Beam Overall
Length between perpendiculars
Draft
Light weight
Maximum Speed
Range at 30 knots cruising speed
Engines
Fuel

11.15 m 
3.2 m
10 m
0.55 m
3,800 kg
40 knots ( 50 knots with max. engine power)
200 Nm
2 x 250hp Evinrude E-TEC G2 (Max 2 x 400 hp)
Capacity:  600 L (2 x 300 L)







Rafnar and the revolutionary ÖK Hull technology have been
developed to ensure seakeeping and seaworthiness in the most
extreme marine environments. A product of the harshest conditions
of the North Atlantic, Rafnar provides mariners with endurance and
comfort in crafts that are practically impossible to make unsafe.   

For further information,  
kindly contact us directly 
at info@rafnar.com

www.rafnar.com
Vesturvör 32b
Tel. +354 5252320


